
Theydon Road, Theydon Bois, CM16



An exceptional Country House situated within
a small hamlet of prestigious homes backing
onto Epping Forest.

Commanding an elevated position on Theydon
Road between horse fields to the front and
Epping Forest (with direct access) to the rear,
Ambresbury House is a short walk from the
desirable village of Theydon Bois, a small
village with a strong sense of community and
the necessary conveniences for modern family
life, including a Central Line tube station.
Cosmopolitan Epping, a historic market town
and Loughton for a wider range of shopping
amenities are also close by.

Freehold
• Period Home | 5500 Sq Ft • Extensive Gated Parking

• Seven Bedrooms | Four Bathrooms • Professionally Designed &
Refurbished

• Gym & Sauna Complex • Beautifully Landscaped Gardens

• Period Features | Stylish Interiors • Countryside Views

Approached via secure iron gates, the entrance parking forecourt leads through to
the formal walled garden with feature ponds and manicured lawns, where you are
immediately greeted by the impressive grandeur of the front facade. 

The front entrance door opens into the grand Entrance Hall, providing access to the
Lounge / Orangery, Dining Room, Kitchen / Breakfast and Study. Beyond the main
living space, the ground floor expands into a boot-room access directly from the
forecourt, utility kitchen and laundry room. One of the main features of this
property is the impressive contemporary home gym-spa area, that includes an
exercise studio, climbing room, steam room, changing and shower area.

The interior successfully blends traditional period detailing with a light minimalist
aesthetic, giving a sense of bright, light modern living whilst remaining to true to the
historic character of this period property.

Each of the ground floor rooms have direct access to the various gardens and
courtyards through tall French doors.

The first floor comprises a very generous principal suite overlooking the formal
south facing gardens via three Juliet balconies, with two dressing rooms, shoe
cupboard and a large shower room. There are a further four bedrooms, family
bathroom, and roof terrace perfect for family living.

The games room and guest suite are located on the second floor with a roof terrace
with views over the forest, allowing guests to be independent if required.

The gardens of Ambresbury House are a sight to behold, having been expertly
designed to provide varying degrees of formality and comfort. Walled gardens,
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IMPORTANT NOTICE - These particulars have been prepared in goof faith and they are not intended to constitute part of an offer or contract. We have not
performed a structural survey on this property and the services, appliances an specific fittings have not been tested. All photographs, measurements, floor plans
and distances referred to are given as a gude and should not be relied upon.


